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QUESTION: 1
A company wants a solution to consolidate their storage using FAStT and implement a
disaster recovery solution across two data centers linked by fibre to duplicate the
production environment. The customer requires a solution with the least amount of
system administration. Which configuration would provide the best solution?

A. Implement one FAStT700 at each location connected to the fibre link and use
Remote Volume Mirror (RVM)
B. Implement a FAStT700 at each location using FlashCopy option and use host based
replication to synchronize the sites.
C. Implement a switched fabric using redundant SAN switches with a FAStT600 using
RVM option at each location.
D. Implement a switched fabric using SAN switches connected via ISL with a
FAStT700 using RVM option at each location.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 2
A customer wants to create backups at a remotely located datacenter. Price and
performance are of primary importance, backup to disks at the remote location is
selected instead of tape. The remote location is 1 KM (0.6 Miles) away from the data
center. NAS is the solution being considered. Which of the following is the benefit of
this solution?

A. NAS runs on 2Gb fibre, which will provide better performance
B. NAS uses WAN infrastructure, which can easily span the 1 KM gap
C. NAS requires fibre storage, which allows dual paths for redundancy
D. NAS requires iSCSI routers and that offers better growth environment

Answer: B

QUESTION: 3
Attaching to a SCSI storage system through redundant paths will provide which of the
following?

A. Load balancing between HBAs
B. High Availability and failover
C. File sharing on the storage system
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D. A greater number of LUNS available on the same storage system

Answer: B
QUESTION: 4
A customer has just purchased an IBM BladeCenter with six blades running Windows
2000 with Internet Information Server. With the additional open blade slots, they have a
requirement to automatically deploy images upon blade installation. What three actions
are required to implement this task?

A. Ensure Director Agent is installed on BladeCenter chassis
B. Ensure an IBM Director Server has been properly installed and configured.
C. Run BladeCenter Management task on BladeCenter chassis from IBM Director
Console
D. Run BladeCenter Configuration task on BladeCenter chassis from IBM Director
Console
E. Ensure Remote Deployment Manager (RDM) has been installed and images are
created and available.
F. Run BladeCenter Deployment Wizard task on BladeCenter chassis from IBM
Director and assign profiles to each of the slots.
G. Ensure Server Plus Pack option has been installed and configured

Answer: B, E, F

QUESTION: 5
An administrator attaches a network cable to his server and a network connectivity
device. All other computers on the network are capable of communicating. The light on
the server's adapter indicates a link but the machine is not able to communicate with
other machines attached to the network device. Which two of the following are the most
likely reasons for this behavior?

A. There is no connection from the server to the connectivity device
B. The connectivity device is a switch with a failed power supply
C. The server is not using the same protocol as the other machines
D. The connectivity device is a switch, which uses store-and-forward and the network
speeds of the server and the other devices are different
E. The device is a switch that is configured with a VLAN that does not allow traffic
from the server's port
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Answer: C, E

QUESTION: 6
Due to the pricing of MP processors, a customer is evaluating DP processors. They have
current budget constraints and do not want to discard obsolete hardware after a scaling
step. While the rate of the growth is uncertain, it is calculated that two processors will
meet their immediate needs. Their projected growth indicates they will need more than
four processors. Which of the following recommendations will provide the best path for
growth at the lowest cost?

A. Begin with a dual DP x445 and scale in the same chassis
B. Begin with a dual MP x445 and scale in the same chassis
C. Begin with a dual DP x445 and scale out in an extra chassis
D. Begin with a dual MP x360 and scale to a different machine

Answer: B

QUESTION: 7
Use the Exhibit button to display the information for this question.

Given the typical file server characteristics chart, what impact will adding more memory
have on the server's performance?
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